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CAN DO OBJECTIVES
■ Talk

about past journeys

■ Talk

about what you like and dislike
about transport

■ Say

excuse me and sorry

■ Write

an email about yourself

e
n
r
u
o
J

GETTING STARTED
a

Look at the picture and answer the questions.
1 This man is on a journey. What country do you think he’s in? Why?
2 What do you think the man and women talk about?
• directions
• the weather
• personal information
• shopping
• their families
• something else
3 Think of their questions and answers.

b

In pairs, ask and answer the questions.
1 Where would you like to travel to?
2 Would you like to travel by … ?
• car
• boat
• plane
• something else
3 What would you like to see and do there?
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7A

We didn’t plan
our trip

Learn to talk about past journeys
G Past simple: negative and questions
V Transport
1

2

Asia

3

South America

Africa

From China to
Europe

From South
Africa to Egypt

From Ecuador
to Chile

THE SILK ROAD
More than 2,000 years ago, China began looking for new places in Europe
to sell products such as silk. Different routes opened and these routes were
called the ‘Silk Road’. It was a difficult journey and could take six months on
foot. Today, companies such as Hewlett Packard use the ‘New Silk Road’ to
transport laptops between China and Germany by train – and it only takes 13
days! The Old Silk Road is also very popular now with tourists – more than 50
million tourists visit Xi’an, the city at the start of the Old Silk Road, every year.

READING

1
a

a

TRAVEL

Look at maps 1–3. Which
journey would you like to go on? Why?

BLOG

b Read The Silk Road and answer the
questions.

1 Which journey in 1a does it describe?
2 Was it always a tourist route?

c Read Travelblog and match the texts

HOME

FORUMS

PHOTOS

VIDEOS

bike

LINKS

with pictures a and b.

d Read the blogs again. Who do you

MY BEST TRIP EVER!!

b

think said each sentence after their
trip, Murat (M) or Ingrid (I)?

It really was a great trip and I can remember
so many amazing things that we did. For
example, when we were in Kyrgyzstan, we
saw some very exciting competitions with
horses. We didn’t understand them, but it
was a lot of fun! We didn’t normally travel
much more than 300 kilometres a day – and
sometimes less – but one day we travelled
500! I slept well that night! We stayed in
hotels, but we didn’t use luxury hotels
because they were too expensive. There
was only one thing we didn’t like – going
from one country to another. The border
police checked everything again and again
and it took a long time – six hours one day!

1 I saw some unusual sports on my trip.
2 We made sure our bags were light.
3 Sometimes we didn’t want to get on
our bikes.
4 The places we stayed in were usually
two-star.
5 I needed to show my passport a lot.
6 We loved seeing where people lived.

e

Whose trip do you think was
better? Why?
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MURAT AKAN

motorbike

UNIT 7

VOCABULARY Transport

2

a Match the words in the box with pictures 1–8.
aeroplane (plane) scooter tram ship
helicopter coach ferry train
1

2

4

3

a

You can also travel along the Silk Road by bus or
train. Which would you prefer to do?

b

2.73 Klara talks to her friend Hans about the Silk
Road. How did Hans travel?

c

5

7

8

a
Which kinds of transport:
•
•
•
•

c
3

Listen again. Are the sentences true or false?

GRAMMAR Past simple: questions
2.74 Complete these questions from Klara and
Hans’ conversation. Listen and check.

you travel?
you catch the train from?
you go through Central Asia?

To make questions in the past simple, we use:
+ subject + infinitive

GRAMMAR Past simple: negative
c

a Complete the sentences from Ingrid’s blog.
.

b Look at the sentences in 3a and complete the rule.

d
e

2.74 Pronunciation Listen to the questions in 5a
again. Notice the pronunciation of did you in each
question. Can you hear both words clearly?

Now go to Grammar Focus 7A on p.148
2.76 Klara went on the Silk Road and told another
friend about her journey. Complete their conversation
using the verbs in brackets. Then listen and check.

How 1
(be) your journey along the Silk Road?
It 2
(be) amazing – incredible!
How 3
you
(travel)?
We 4
(cycle), but sometimes we 5
(take) trains or 6
(travel) by coach.
PAUL How many countries 7
you
(visit)?
KLARA Most countries in Central Asia, but we 8
(not go) to Tajikistan.
PAUL What 9
you
(enjoy) most?
KLARA Meeting the people – they 10
(be)
so friendly.

PAUL
KLARA
PAUL
KLARA

MY DREAM JOURNEY ON
THE SILK ROAD INGRID LEIDENROTH
This was my dream holiday!! It wasn’t a fast way to
travel, but there was a lot to see and a lot of time to
think! Before we left, we packed our bags very carefully
because we didn’t want to take anything that we didn’t
need (too heavy!). Some days we travelled about 80
kilometres, but other days – when we were tired – we
didn’t go very far at all. And sometimes, when we were
very tired, we didn’t want to cycle and we got lifts on
trucks. We didn’t plan our trip very carefully, and we
often changed our plans. We slept in tents next to the
road and watched the stars for hours. The best thing
about travelling this way is that you can meet the people
who live there. They were interested in us and wanted to
find out about our trip. We even saw inside a traditional
home – a yurt – and had dinner with the family!

2.73

b Look at the questions in 5a and complete the rule.

Now go to Vocabulary Focus 7A on p.166

To make the past simple negative, we use:
+ the infinitive

Country started in: Turkey / Russia / China
Cities visited: Samarkand / Tashkent / Kabul / Almaty
Change trains: yes / no
Price: $2,500 / $25,000

1 How
2 Where
3

do people often use to go on holiday?
do people normally use to get to work or school?
are unusual for people to use in your country?
do you normally use?

1 We
go very far at all.
2 We didn’t
to take anything that we didn’t

Listen again and underline the correct answers.

1 Hans thinks the train is the best way to travel on the
Silk Road.
2 He liked visiting the cities in Central Asia.
3 He didn’t like the train very much.
4 He didn’t think the trip was too expensive.

5
b

2.73

1
2
3
4

d

6

LISTENING

4

6
a
b

SPEAKING
Communication 7A Student A go to p.130.
Student B go to p.134.
Would you still like to go on the journey you
chose in 1a? Why / Why not?
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7B

I love going on
the metro

Learn to talk about what you like and dislike about transport
G love / like / don’t mind / hate + -ing
V Transport adjectives

d Underline two things in the text that surprise you.

READING

1
a

Tell a partner.

Which cities do you know that have metros?

e Read Our reviews and answer the questions.

b Read Metros around the world. Match the cities with

• Which metro do you think each review is about?
• Which words tell you the answer?

pictures a–c.

f

c Which metro … ?
1 is very old
2 is very new
3 has good views

4 looks nice
5 has trains with no drivers
6 do you think is the best

The first reviewer gave five stars (= excellent).
In pairs, give stars to the other three reviews.

a

city tripper .com
METROS AROUND THE WORLD
Dubai
The Dubai Metro opened in 2009. It’s 76 kilometres long and
there are no drivers. The metro goes above ground in many
places, so you can see the city really well. Of course it has air
conditioning (it needs it because the temperature in Dubai can
sometimes be above 40°C!).

Moscow

b

If you visit Moscow, go on the Moscow Metro. It opened in 1935
and the stations are very beautiful, with statues and lamps. Eight
million people use it every day so it can get very crowded. There are
police at the stations so it’s very safe, even at night.

London
The London Underground – the ‘Tube’ – was the first underground
(or metro) in the world. It opened in 1863. It now has 270 stations
and you can go nearly everywhere in London. It’s not cheap and the
trains are often full, but it’s unusual because it’s very deep under
the ground (50 metres in some places). One station, Hampstead,
has 320 steps!

Our reviews
‘Amazing’ ✪✪✪✪✪
The stations are really fantastic. I went from
one station to the next and took lots of
photos. And the trains are also good. It’s a fast
and comfortable way to see the city.

‘Loved it!’
It was clean and never late so we didn’t wait
at all. The air conditioning was great and the
seats were comfortable – you can really relax.
I preferred it to a taxi and it was a cool way to
travel when it was hot outside.
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c

c

‘Good but expensive’
It’s a fast way to get around such a big city
but it’s quite expensive. Also, it’s sometimes
very crowded and uncomfortable – a few
times we couldn’t even get on the train. And
you have to be careful becausa the platforms
aren’t very wide so there’s not much space!

‘Difficult to find your way’
We don’t speak Russian and there’s nothing
in English at the stations, so it’s not easy to
know where to go. But it’s very cheap – you
can go across the city for 30 roubles.

UNIT 7
2

VOCABULARY

GRAMMAR AND LISTENING

3

Transport adjectives
a Find the opposite adjectives in the texts.
Write them in the table.
fast

love / like / don’t mind / hate + -ing
a

• go by car

slow

b

dangerous
empty

When you go to meet a friend, do you usually … ?

/

She came by …

c

2.79

e

the stations are …
driving is …

Listen to the words and underline
the stressed syllable in each word.
2.78

dangerous

expensive

With a partner, take turns being A
and B.

Alex’s / Her car is …

d

A Make a sentence about transport with an
adjective from 2a.
B Say you don’t agree and use the opposite
adjective.

The buses in
this town are
very expensive.

I don’t agree.
I think they’re quite
cheap.

Alex thinks

the metro is …

Which are negative?

comfortable

Listen again. Complete the notes.
Svetlana thinks

c Which of the adjectives are positive?
d

The journey took …

Alex

dirty

Pronunciation Listen and check your
answers. Practise saying the words.

• walk

Svetlana

expensive

2.77

• cycle

2.79 Svetlana and Alex live in Moscow and meet in the city
centre. Listen and complete the table.

comfortable

b

• use public transport

–

2.80 Can you remember what Svetlana and Alex said? Complete
the sentences with love, like, don’t mind, don’t like or hate. Then
listen and check.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Svetlana
Alex
Svetlana
Alex
Svetlana
Alex

I
going on the metro.
I
using the metro.
I
the stations.
I
driving in Moscow.
I
sitting in traffic.
I
it, it’s not
too bad.

e Which verb in 3d means:
1 I like it a lot.
2 I don’t like it at all.
3 It’s OK.

f

Now go to Grammar Focus 7B
on p.148

4

SPEAKING

a Tick (✓) three kinds of transport that you use.
bus

train

metro

tram

boat

taxi

plane

b Make notes about the transport you ticked. Use adjectives
from 2a and verbs from 3d.
bus – hate, crowded, slow, dirty

c

Tell your partner about your ideas from 4b.
How similar are you?
I hate going
on buses. They’re
always crowded …
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7C

Everyday English

Learn to say excuse me and sorry
S Showing interest
P Emphasising what we say

Excuse me, please
a

LISTENING

1
a

Ask and answer the questions.
1
2
3
4

b

Do you like going away for the weekend?
Where do you like going?
What do you like doing there?
Do you like going alone or with family and
friends?

Answer the questions about
picture a.
1 Where’s Annie?
2 What do you think happened with Annie
and the woman?
3 What do you think:
a Annie says?
b the woman says?

c

Watch or listen to Part 1 and
check your answers in 1b.

d

Answer the questions about
picture b.

2.82

1 Where are Annie and Leo?
2 How do you think Annie and Leo feel? Why?
3 What do you think happens next?
a Leo gets off the train.
b Leo gives Annie his seat.
c Leo helps Annie put her bag on the shelf.

USEFUL LANGUAGE

2

Saying excuse me and sorry
a Match 1–2 with meanings a–b.
1 Excuse me, please.
2 Excuse me, but …

b

a She wants to say there’s a problem.
b She wants to ask someone to move.

2.84 Pronunciation Listen to 1 and 2 in 2a. Notice how the
tone goes down in 1 but goes down and then up
in 2.

c Look at 1 and 2 in 2a. What do you say when … ?
a you want to tell your teacher you don’t understand something
b you want to leave the room but another student is in front of the door

d Very, really and so can all be added to the
expression I’m sorry. Do you say the
words before or after sorry?

b

e

2.85

1
2
3
4
5

I’m sorry I took
your seat.

Match 1–5 with a–e. Listen and check.
a
b
c
d
e

I’m so sorry I walked into you.
I’m really sorry I’m late.
I’m sorry I didn’t answer your call.
I’m sorry I didn’t come.
I’m very sorry I broke your cup.

I didn’t feel well.
I was in a meeting .
I missed my bus.
My hands were wet.
I didn’t see you.

f Tick (✓) the correct replies when people say they’re sorry.
1
2
3

g

e

2.83 Watch or listen to Part 2 and
check your answers in 1d.

f

2.83 Watch or listen to Part 2 again.
Underline the correct answers.
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4
5
6

Excuse me, please.
It doesn’t matter.
Don’t worry.

2.86 Put sentences a–f in order to make two short
conversations. Listen and check.

a
A No problem. They all look the same.
b 1 A Excuse me, but I think that’s my coat.
c
B Is it? I’m so sorry. I took the wrong one.
d
A Don’t worry. The seat numbers are hard to read.
e
B Oh dear. I’m very sorry. I thought this was number 35.
f 1 A Excuse me, but I think this is my seat.

h

In pairs, practise the two conversations in 2g.

552143

1 Annie / Leo booked a seat.
2 Annie / Leo didn’t check the seat numbers.
3 Annie / Leo takes a different seat.

That’s all right.
That’s OK.
No problem.

2-PART RET
Saturday 28th

F

OFF-PEAK

a

a

2.87 Listen to the sentences in 2e. Notice the
stress on the underlined words.

1
2
3
4
5

SPEAKING
Work in pairs. Use the dialogue map to make a
conversation in a café. Take turns being A and B.
A

B

I’m so sorry I walked into you.
I’m really sorry I’m late.
I’m sorry I didn’t answer.
I’m sorry I didn’t come.
I’m very sorry I broke your cup.

b Why are so, very and really stressed? Choose the
best answer.

1 We don’t want the other person to hear sorry clearly.
2 We want to sound more sorry.
3 We want to speak loudly.

c
4

Practise saying the sentences in 3a.

CONVERSATION SKILLS
Showing interest

a

b

In pairs, practise conversations like the
one in 5a but with different reasons for being
late. Take turns being A and B.

Unit Progress Test

Watch or listen to Part 3.
Are the sentences true or false?
2.88

1 Annie and Leo are both on their way
to Bristol.
2 Annie is visiting a friend in Bristol.
3 Leo went to university in Reading.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
You can now do the Unit Progress Test.

b Look at these parts of the conversation from
Part 3. Two words aren’t correct. Replace
them with the words in the box.
Great!

Really?

ANNIE Are you on your way to Bristol?
LEO
No, Reading. I went to university there.
ANNIE Right.
ANNIE My mum lives there. I go to see her
every month.
LEO
Oh.
2.88

Listen again and check your answers.

c Why do they say Great and Really?
1 to say something is true
2 to show they are interested

d

2.89 Pronunciation Listen to the sound of
the marked letters and answer the questions.

Great!

Really?

1 Do the letters make the same sound in
both words?
2 Are the sounds long or short?

2-PART
Saturda

RETUR

y 28th

OFF-P

N

Februa

EAK

ry

55214
2

K

5

Emphasising what we say

5

February

PRONUNCIATION

3

52142
552143

TURN

UNIT 7
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7D

quiet and friendly
friendly and fun
with young children
with no children

5
6
7
8

lives near a bus/train station
lives in the city centre
has wi-fi
has no TV

Read the profiles of two Sydney
homestay families. Which family
would you like to stay with? Why?

c

Ahmed talks to an Australian
friend, Finn, about which family to
stay with in Sydney. Does Finn tell
Ahmed which family
to choose?

d

2.90 Listen again. Tick (✓) the
activities that are true for Ahmed.

2.90

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

e

W Linking ideas with a
after,
after
fter, when and while

You want to stay with a homestay
family. What kind of family would you
like to stay with? Tick (✓) three ideas
and tell a partner.
1
2
3
4

b

It really is hard to choose

Learn to write an email about yourself

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

1
a

Skills for Writing

enjoys gardening
likes watching sport
likes listening to music
wants to play rugby
loves going to the beach
wants to study hard
likes playing football
wants to have fun

Which family is good
for Ahmed? Why?
I think the
Philips family are good
because they like doing
sports.
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NAME Peter and Sharon Conway

CHILDREN away from home

PETS Sam, our old cat

LIKES gardening, going for walk

s,
watching all sports
LOCATION near city centre – you can
walk to school

H O M E S TAY FA M I LY P R
OFILE
NAME Joe and Annie Philips
CHILDREN Kate (6) and Jacob (4)
PETS no pets
LIKES swimming, surfing, going
to
the cinema, listening to music
LOCATION near a train station

UNIT 7

READING

2

WRITING SKILLS

3

Linking ideas with after, when and while

a Ahmed decided to stay with the Conways.

Read his email to them. Tick (✓) the main
reason he writes to them.

1
2
3
4

a Underline the word in each sentence that’s different from
Ahmed’s email.

to ask about their house
to tell them about all the sports he likes
to tell them about himself
to explain how much he wants to study

b Read the email again. Number the

information in the order you find it.
his future plans
his family’s jobs

1
2
3
4

b Look at the sentences in 3a and complete the rules with the
words in the box.

his hobbies
his hometown

after

beginning

while

to join two activities that happen at
1 We use when and
the same time.
2 We use when and
to join two activities that happen at
different times.
3 If the linking word is at the
of the sentence, we use a
comma ( , ) between the two parts.

Dubai
Dear Mr and Mrs Conway
My name is Ahmed Al Mansouri and
I come from Dubai in the United Arab
Emirates. Thank you for offering to
be my homestay family when I’m
in Sydney.
I am 23 years old and study biology at
university. I live with my family in Dubai.
My father is a businessman and my
mother is a doctor. I’ve got one brother
and one sister. They’re university
students too.
In my free time, I like playing football
(I think you say ‘soccer’ in Australia!)
and meeting my friends. I like
watching different kinds of sports
with them.
While I’m in Sydney, I really want to
study hard and improve my English
because I want to become a marine
biologist after I finish university.
I’d really like to work in a country
like Australia.
I’m looking forward to meeting you
when I arrive.
Best wishes
Ahmed

Thank you for offering to be my homestay family while I’m in Sydney.
I want to become a marine biologist when I finish university.
I’m looking forward to meeting you after I arrive.
When I’m in Sydney, I really want to study hard.

c Underline the correct words. There is more than one
possible answer.

1 After / When / While I finish my English course, I’d like to go to
Canada for a holiday.
2 I’d like to go skiing in the mountains after / when / while I’m on
holiday.
3 I often play basketball with my colleagues after / when / while I
finish work.
4 After / When / While I watch a game of football, I usually want to
play a game myself.
5 My English improved after / when / while I was in Sydney.

4

SPEAKING AND WRITING

a Make a list of English-speaking countries you know.
b

Which country in 4a would you like to visit? Why?
I’d like to
go to …

I like warm
places.

They say the
people are
friendly.

c Plan an email about yourself to a homestay
family in that country. Make notes about:

• your age
• free-time interests
• study / job
• family
• what you’d like to do in that country

d Write your email. Tick (✓) each box.
Start the letter with Dear
Say thank you
Say who you are
Talk about study / work / free time
Talk about your family
Say what you want to do in the country
Include I’m looking forward …
Finish the letter with Best wishes
Use after, when and while to link your ideas

Dubai

e

Swap emails with another student and
check the ideas in 4d.
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UNIT 7

3

Review and extension

a Match questions 1–5 with answers a–e.
1 Is Bella still single?
2 What’s the best way to go
to the city centre?
3 Have a good journey.
4 Do you want milk in
your coffee?
5 How’s Susie?

GRAMMAR

1

WORDPOWER get

a Complete the text with the past simple positive or
negative form of the verbs in brackets.
Paul 1

(call) a taxi, but it 2
(come) so he
(take) a bus to the airport. The plane 4
(be)
late, so he 5
(wait) for three hours at the airport. The
weather 6
(be) bad so the plane 7
(land) in a
8
different city. He
(arrive) at his hotel at 10 pm. The
receptionist 9
(ask) him, ‘Good journey?’ ‘No, I
10
(have) a good journey. It was terrible.’
3

b Write questions about a trip to Mumbai to match the

a Thanks. I’ll phone you
when I get home.
b Yes, please. Could you
get some from the fridge?
c She’s fine. I got an email
from her last night.
d No. She got married
last year.
e You can get the bus.

b Match the word get in a–e in 3a with meanings 1–5
below.

1 become
2 receive

3 travel on
4 arrive

5 take or bring

c Read the story and answer the questions.

answers.
1 When?

a
ther email from the
Next morning, Richard got ano
b
$3,000 from your
Get
,
woman called Blanca. It said
c
get the bus to
then
bank, put it in a black bag,d and
k towards
wal
e
ther
Morton Street. When you get
s. Do as I
step
the
on
the church and leave the bag
e
.’ Richard
you
for
bad
say or things could get very
serious.
very
was
it
,
fact
knew this wasn’t a joke – in

I went there last November.

When did you go there?
2
3
4
5
6

c

How?
a good time?
Where?
How long?
hot?

I travelled by Air India from London.
Yes, I had a very nice time.
I stayed in a hotel by the sea.
I only stayed a week. Then I went to Delhi.
Yes, it was about 35°.

Work in pairs. Choose a place you’ve visited
and ask and answer the questions in 2b. Ask more
questions.

d Write sentences about what Clare likes doing. Use the

1 What do you think happened next?
2 Match the word get in the story (a–e) to meanings 1–5 in 3b.

d Match the phrases in the box with a similar phrase in
1–5 below.

words in the box and a verb + -ing.
loves likes

doesn’t mind

doesn’t like

get a phone call get a taxi get an email
get old get better get to the airport
get a glass of water get the train get to school

hates

1 ‘Chinese food is fantastic!’

Clare loves eating Chinese food.
2
3
4
5

‘I never listen to Mozart.’
‘I sometimes take the metro. It’s OK but it’s not great.’
‘I don’t want to watch the football – it’s boring.’
‘I speak good French – it’s a nice language.’

1 get angry
2 get a letter
3 get the bus

e Write four sentences about your life. Use phrases
from 3d.
I never get a taxi to the airport.

VOCABULARY

2

a Complete the transport words.
1 tr am
2 tr i
3 sh

4 get to work
5 get your coat

4 h
5 c
6 sc

i
ch
ter

ter

b Change the adjectives into their opposites so that the
sentences are correct.

1 The tram was almost full. There were only three people
on it. empty
2 I don’t like the metro because the stations are so clean.
3 I couldn’t sleep on the train. It was so comfortable.
4 The new train to the airport is very slow – only 15 minutes.
5 He’s a very safe driver. He never looks in the mirror.
6 $100 for a ten-minute journey! That’s very cheap!

f

Tell a partner your sentences in 3e. How similar
are you?

REVIEW YOUR PROGRESS
How well did you do in this unit? Write 3, 2, or 1
for each objective.
3 = very well 2 = well 1 = not so well

I CAN …
Talk about past travel journeys
Talk about what you like and dislike about transport
Say excuse me and sorry
Write an email about yourself.
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5A Student A

a Look at your picture. Student B has a similar picture. Ask
and answer questions to find six differences.

6C Student A

a Conversation 1. Read your first card. Think about
what you want to say. Then call Student C.

1

• Think of a reason to phone Student C.
• You call Student C but he/she isn’t
there. Leave a message with Student B.
• Student C calls you back. Have a conversation.

b Conversation 2. Now look at your second card.
Listen to Student C and reply.

2

• You return home. Student C has a message for
you from Student B.
• Call Student B back. Have a conversation.

c Conversation 3. Now look at your third card.
Start the conversation with Student C.

Is there a park in
your picture?

b

3

Yes, there is. /
No, there isn’t.

Now go back to p.51

• Student C calls and you answer the phone.
• He/She wants to speak to Student B, who isn’t
there. Take a message.
• Student B returns. Give him/her Student C’s
message.

9A Student A

a Look at your picture for two minutes. What are the people doing? Make notes.

Sophie

Charles

Ken

Sue

Mary

Ian
Paul

b Student B has a similar picture. Ask and answer questions to find five differences.
Is Ken drinking
coffee in your picture?

Yes, he is. / No,
he isn’t. He’s …

7A Student A

a You went on a trip from Cape Town in South Africa to Cairo in Egypt.
Use the information below to answer Student B’s questions about
your trip.

countries visited

130

South Africa, Botswana,
Zambia, Tanzania, Kenya,
Ethiopia, Sudan, Egypt

transport used

truck, motorcycle, ferry, train

transport not used

plane

opinion

saw fantastic animals, met
some amazing people

b Student B went on a journey in South
America. Write some questions to ask
him/her. Think about:
• countries he/she visited
• transport he/she used
• his/her opinion

Look at the questions in 5e on
page 71 to help you.

c Start the conversation with Student B.
d Now go back to p.71

5A Student B

6C Student B

a Conversation 1. Read your first card. Start the

a Look at your picture. Student A has a similar picture. Ask

conversation with Student A.

and answer questions to find six differences.

1

• Student A calls and you answer the phone.
• He/She wants to speak to Student C, who isn’t
there. Take a message.
• Student C returns. Give him/her Student A’s
message.

b Conversation 2. Now look at your second card.
Think about what you want to say. Then call
Student A.

2

Is there a bridge in
your picture? Yes, there is. / No,
there isn’t.

b

• Think of a reason to phone Student A.
• You call Student A but he/she isn’t
there. Leave a message with Student C.
• Student A calls you back. Have a conversation.

c Conversation 3. Now look at your third card.
Listen to Student A and reply.

3

Now go back to p.51

• You return home. Student A has a message for
you from Student B.
• Call Student C back. Have a conversation.

9A Student B

a Look at your picture for two minutes. What are the people doing? Make notes.

Paul

Charles

Ken

Mary

Sue
Ian

Sophie

b Student A has a similar picture. Ask and answer questions to find five differences.
Is Ken eating a
sandwich in your
picture?

Yes, he is. / No,
he isn’t. He’s …

7A Student B

a Student A went on a

journey in Africa. Write
some questions to ask
him/her. Think about:
• countries he/she visited
• transport he/she used
• his/her opinion

Look at the questions in
5e on page 71 to help
you.
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countries Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Brazil,
visited
Paraguay, Argentina
transport plane, ferry, horse, coach
used

b Start the conversation with
Student A.

c You went on a trip from Quito in

Ecuador to Santiago in Chile. Use
the information below to answer
Student A’s questions about your
trip.

transport train
not used
opinion

met lots of interesting people,
saw some beautiful places

d

Now go back to p.71

7A

Past simple: negatives and questions

2.75

+
I / he / she / it /
you / we / they

I / he / she / it /
you / we / they

I
I

–
enjoyed the trip.
took the train.

He didn’t
He didn’t

enjoy the trip.
take the train.

Yes/No questions

Short answers

Did they
Did they

Yes,
No,

enjoy the trip?
take the train?

they did.
they didn’t.

Wh- questions
I / he / she / it /
you / we / they

Where

did you

go?

Tip
Remember, don’t change the main verb in questions and negatives:
I didn’t enjoy it. (NOT I didn’t enjoyed it.)
Did you enjoy it? (NOT Did you enjoyed it?)

7B

love / like / don’t mind / hate +
verb + -ing

2.81

SPELLING: verb + -ing
most verbs ➔ add -ing

watch ➔ watching
go ➔ going
see➔ seeing

verb ends in consonant (g, n, t, etc.) +
-e ➔ take away the -e then add -ing

drive ➔ driving
use ➔ using

verb ends in one vowel (a, e, i, o, u) and
one consonant (g, n, t, etc.) ➔ double
the consonant and add -ing

run ➔ running
sit ➔ sitting

never double the consonants w, x or y
➔ add -ing only

know ➔ knowing
play ➔ playing

I love driving!
I like driving.
I don’t mind driving.
I don’t like driving.
I hate driving!
After like, love, hate and don’t mind, we can use a noun or a
verb + -ing.
I love my car.
I love driving.
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7A

Past simple: negative and questions

c Complete the questions and answers.
Did
go
1 A 
you
Central Asia?
did
B Yes, I
.
2 A 
you
journey in Turkey?
B No, I
.
3 A
he
B No, he
.
4 A 
they
train?
B Yes, they
.

a Complete the sentences with the past simple forms of the
verbs in brackets.
didn’t travel
1 We

(not travel) by plane to Denmark – we

took trains.
2 I
(not take) an umbrella today, so I got wet.
3 Marion and Neil
(not want) a big wedding.
4 He
(not answer) the telephone, because he
was busy.
5 When I was a child, I
(not like) chocolate.
6 We
(not see) any wild animals when we
went to Egypt.
7 She
(not get) back home on time, so I was
really worried.

(start) your

(enjoy) his trip?
(travel) by

d Write the questions to complete the conversation.
A

1

How did you travel?

(how)
B We travelled by train.
A 2
(how much)
B The journey cost £750.
A 3
(how many)
B We visited five countries.
A 4
(where)
B We stayed in hotels.
A 5
(when)
B We arrived home yesterday.

b Change the positive past simple verbs to negative verb
forms in these sentences.
1 We went by tram.

We didn’t go by tram.
2 They travelled along the Silk Road.
3 We had a good time.
4 The tickets cost a lot of money.
5 She visited China.
6 They stayed in hotels.
7 The people spoke English, so I understood them.

(go) through

e

Now go back to p.71

7B love / like / hate + verb + -ing
a Write the -ing form of the verbs.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

wait
drive
walk
get
fly
relax
be
have

waiting

c Circle the correct symbols and write sentences

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

that are true for you.

speak
sit
stand
stay
run
try
use
agree

1 wait for buses
/
/
2 sit in traffic
/

cook

get pizza

try new
food

Jamie
Lisa
1 Jamie
He

/

/

/

/

3 play computer games
/
/
/
/

b Write sentences about Jamie and Lisa.
eat in
restaurants

/

I don’t mind waiting for buses.

4 fly in aeroplanes
/
/
/

/

5 cook the dinner
/
/

/

/

doesn’t like eating in restaurants.

d

Now go back to p.73

2 Lisa
She
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Collocations
7A Transport collocations
a

8A Sport and exercise collocations

Read and listen to the text. Match pictures
1–6 with marked phrases a–f.
2.70

1

a Match the activities in the box with pictures 1–11.
running
football
exercises

2

golf
judo
sailing
snowboarding
volleyball
fishing
rugby
hockey

1

2

4

3

4

5

5

Erik works in the city centre and he atakes the train to work
every morning. He bgets on the train at Kings Park Station,
near his home. Then he cchanges trains at Central Station in
the city centre and he dgets off the train at Riverside Station,
near his office.
He usually gets to Kings Park Station at 8:00 so he can
e
catch the train at 8.05, but sometimes he’s a few minutes late
and he fmisses the train. Then he has to wait for the next train.
2.71

9

table.
go

play

running

1
2
3

d

e

golf

judo

when we talk about sports, games and music.
when we talk about activities that end with -ing.
when we talk about other activities.

Pronunciation Listen to the marked sounds in
these words. Are they long or short?
3.5

In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

f

Now go back to p.71

3 pool
4 put

5 food
6 blue

Which activities in a do people do in your
country? Choose a sentence which is true for each
activity.
a
b
c
d

g

judo

3.6 Are the marked sounds in these words long or
short? Listen and check.

1 full
2 good

1 When was the last time:
• you you caught a bus or train at the last minute?
• you missed a bus or train?
• you changed trains?
2 How do you get from here to your home? What kinds of
transport can you take? Where do you get on and off?

166

do

c Complete the rules with go, play or do. We use …

bought
got
saw
took
1 Which verbs have the same sound as caught /ɔː/?
2 Is it a long or short sound?

e

11

b Write the activities in 1 in the correct column in the

football

Pronunciation Look at these verbs and answer
the questions. Listen and check.
2.72

d

10

Underline the correct verbs. Listen and check.

1 There were no buses, so I decided to take / get on a taxi.
2 It’s nearly 10:30. Leave now or you’ll catch / miss the bus.
3 Excuse me, I want to go to the City Museum. Where do I
take off / get off the bus?
4 The concert finished at 9:30, so we just caught / changed
the last tram.
5 The train was expensive, so we take / took a night coach.
6 Quick! Let’s get on /off the bus and find a seat! It leaves in
a few minutes!

c

7

6

6
8

b

3

It’s very popular.
Some people do it but not many.
It’s very unusual.
You can’t do this in my country.

Now go back to p.81

Some people go
snowboarding, but
not many.

